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 QUOTE: 

“ IT IS WELL THAT THERE IS NOTHING IN ROTARY SO SACRED THAT IT 

CANNOT BE SET ASIDE IN FAVOR OF THINGS BETTER”- PAUL HARRIS 

 

 

EDITORIAL 

The pandemic is getting the best and worst of it. Best is the inherent talent and 

entrepreneurship is showing up or getting better worst is the increasing 

numbers and the mortality associated with the covid crisis in the District. 

 

On the creative side Rtn Dr Narasimhan continues with his stint of breaking 

record of post card on wildlife conservation and distributed his cards wide and 

all around the sphere and Ann Deena continues with her flutter photography. 

Entrepreneur side Ann Divya ventured into Batter and Beyond with a trailer 

and we wish the best for her on her 20th October 2020 launch. Rtn Chethan has 

his tilt towards animal husbandry with the homestay experience with fishing 

and piggery being a part of it. Ann Bhargavi is designing masks and she has 

come up with interesting concepts of designer  and ayurvedic ones. 

 May nothing deter our hope and confidence for life.  

 

STAY SAFE! 

 

                                                                           -Ann Dr Priyadarshini 
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ExPERIENTIAL  LEARNING 

The destiny driven profession took me on the pedal for two and a half decades and looking ahead. 

The academic progress was the route to my sanity. More than the choice, the availability launched me to 

Cauvery Institutions, Gonicopal.  Having experienced city based education, did go through  tremendous 

cultural shock initially. Walking through it seemed impossible but my HOD and large bunch of students 

clinched me firm. Memories of my first year teaching experience is unforgettable and has deep impact. 

Teaching in Kannada was inevitable for Pre University, not being conversant   in kannada,  did juggle  

around with the words. Well, every word was interpreted in  slang language followed by an echo of  laughter 

in the class. This always stalled my lecture sessions turning me pink with tear filled eyes. The showdown 

and outburst would make me unhappy more than the insult. The only way to cope was to be part of the fun 

and laughing at myself. The grim situation smoothened and soon turned out to be one among  their 

favourites. Held firm about teaching in English for the final year B.Com students. I did have an edge over 

them & looked forward to their sessions. The entertainment for the class was in the mode of challenging my 

English vocabulary.  My self - confidence at every stage was the drive for the class to update themselves 

with  new words making me a test paper. This circumstance inculcated in us the practise of  constant use of 

dictionary. This process transformed into a healthy and knowledge based discussion leading to good 

academic back up. The constant students evaluation helped me learn the positive & negative ends and 

enhance my capacity.  The fast pace in the flow of the language  was only the concern. This took a lot of my 

effort to come down to their expectation. Gradually the rapport build up well and surprisingly the students 

started opening up to the extent of their personal concerns. This was indeed a great learning and struck me to 

believe that every action has a cause and the wave of empathy engulfed me. Initially it was hard to believe 

of the trial and trauma few of them underwent, was indeed a great challenge. This awakened me to the  

different set of circumstances  that the students are exposed. At this point I realised  the  good fortune of the 

students operating from comfort zones.  There on, my assertive classroom climate was replaced by solicitous 

wave. The arousal of the humane in me did not let me turn down any seekers for help, especially of 

academics. This is when my life lesson began and was happy to have gotten this chance. My students 

became  my object for sculpting and experienced joy seeing it well carved. The journey so far was a great 

experience and the ‘Teachers Day’ is one of the best as it’s a memory walk& talk. 

 Shifting my base to a new arena is opening up the vistas to contribute much more to the student 

community. This has enhanced my enthusiasm to innovate &explore areas that can offerwide opportunities 

for students in Coorg.  

            Dr & Ann. Rekha .Chinnappa, 

                                                                                                             W/ O. Rtn. B.C. Subbaiah 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DR NARASIMHAN’S WILDLIFE POSTCARDS. IN LIMCA BOOK OF RECORDS, 37 YEARS, 1930 CARDS FOR 2020, 

72655 CARDS IN TOTAL 

CONGRATULATIONS  

RTN DR NARASIMHAN ON THE 72K 
POSTCARD FOR WILDLIFE 

FEAT
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ANN BHARGAVI WITH SELF DESIGNED 

MASKS 

CONGRATULATIONS ANN DIVYA ON 

A DOUBLE FEAT OF 

“BATTER AND BEYOND” AND SPRINT 

IS GIVING SPRINTING GOAL 

 

 

  

RTN CHETHAN MUTHANNA AT HIS HOMESTAY AND 

HIS INTEREST FOR FARMING 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY MYSTIC 
@RTN ADITHYA 

 

  

 

CUCOON TO FLY 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
@ANN DEENA 

 

 

CONDOLENCES, REST IN PEACE 
GANESH KAMATH 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN 
MANGALORE METRO 

 

 


